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It's basically special transport except that you don't take up 3 lanes and without the brake-checking police escort.. I think my
review of the heavy cargo pack for Euro Truck Simulator 2 is equally applicable to this. This DLC adds a significant addition to
gameplay by adding longer, heavier trailers with different configurations. Interestingly the trailers are different to the one in
Euro Truck Simulator 2. So the added variety make this definitely worth a play. I wouldn't recommend this DLC when you first
start the game but once you have played for a bit and are enjoying it then this will appreciate this new dimension to the game..
It's basically special transport except that you don't take up 3 lanes and without the brake-checking police escort.. A great DLC
to offer more deliveries.. A great DLC to offer more deliveries.. I think my review of the heavy cargo pack for Euro Truck
Simulator 2 is equally applicable to this. This DLC adds a significant addition to gameplay by adding longer, heavier trailers
with different configurations. Interestingly the trailers are different to the one in Euro Truck Simulator 2. So the added variety
make this definitely worth a play. I wouldn't recommend this DLC when you first start the game but once you have played for a
bit and are enjoying it then this will appreciate this new dimension to the game.
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